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 Apex Legends features a brand-new jetpack, weapon mechanics, and a story mode. It was released for Microsoft Windows and PlayStation 4 on March 25, 2019. A Nintendo Switch version is expected to be released in 2020 . The game has been commercially successful, with more than 23 million players and more than a billion downloads in the first month of release. Apex Legends uses a Battle
Royale mechanic, where up to 100 players fight for the survival against time until only one remains. Players also fight vendettas (clans of players who work together against other players) and Z-Bots (AI-controlled automated soldiers). All players fight together on a map, initially created for a fictional Northern California region called Fort Triumph. There are no weapons available, but some can be
found and used in multiplayer matches. The game takes place in a fictitious world based on science fiction fans and in the "real world" where current events are being used to form its fictional world. This theme was present in the game's original concept art and styled during its early development. In June 2019 Respawn Entertainment announced the setting for Apex Legends would be relocated to
Earth, but that the worlds would remain entirely separate. The game would focus on the mythology and history of Earth. The game's plot and lore was released for the first time in August 2019, with the release of a novel, titled Apex Legends: The Astrologian. Gameplay Apex Legends is a free-to-play battle royale game. Unlike other battle royale games, such as Fortnite, Apex Legends features a
jetpack. It also features a secondary mechanic, known as Kinectic, which allows players to "dual wield" firearms and weapons by directing the bullet's flight trajectory with their hands. Some weapons, like the .22 LR Sniper Rifle, can be "locked" or "de-locked". The multiplayer portion of the game has no pay-to-win element. It is not possible to pay to win on the console version of the game, as
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